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Please make a list of any situation throughout the season that was not 
covered, or not thoroughly covered, in this manual.  Return your copy of 
the manual at the end of the season, and we will take your input into 
consideration for next season’s version of the manual. 

 
Team Manager’s Handbook 

 

1 Forward 
 

This Team Manager’s Handbook (“Handbook”) is developed by the St. 
John’s Minor Hockey Association (“SJMHA”) as a resource for the Team 
Managers of all-star and developmental teams.  It is prepared for easy and 
convenient reference.  The contents of this Handbook will be superseded 
by the Policy and Procedure Manual of the Association. 
 
This Handbook will always be a work in progress and each year its content 
will be updated. 
 
Your constructive feedback is encouraged by contacting the Association 
Administrator at 579-9091, or the Director of All-Star Hockey at 
allstar@capshockey.ca. 

 

2 Team Manager’s Role 
 

The role of Team Manager is critical to the successful operations of every 
team.  The SJMHA Board of Directors views each of its teams as having 
several stakeholders whose needs must be met if the season is to be 
successful.  These stakeholders are: 

 

 Players 

 Parents 

 Coaches 

 The Association and its Board of Directors 
 

There can be no substitute for direct communication between any of these 
stakeholders.  A player must be able to discuss their objectives, questions, 
concerns and problems with the coach.  A parent who has a concern 
regarding Association rules and policies or the progress of their child must 
be able to discuss these with the Association or coach as the case may be.  
A coach must be able to discuss a player’s progress, behaviour, etc with 
the player, parent or Association as the case may be. 

 
However, this communication is not always easy so the Team Manager is 
in the position of trust to act as the communication link and intermediary 
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when these communications links are strained.  It will then become clear in 
successive sections of this manual how we believe that position of trust can 
be created. 

 
If there is not a satisfactory resolution of the problem at the Team Manager 
level, the next step is for the manager or the parent to contact the Director 
of All-Star Hockey. 

 
It is not the Association’s intent to position the Team Manager as only an 
escalation point and a problem solver.  There are many administrative 
duties to be performed as well and they are defined in this handbook. 

 
The Team Manager’s role can be summarized in the following statements: 

 

 Perform the role of intermediary between any two stakeholders when 
normal communications are not possible; 

 Perform all administrative and financial duties required by the coach, 
parents, players and the Association. 

 

3 SJMHA Contact List 
 

Our web site at www.capshockey.ca contains our Association Policy and 
Procedure Manual and the Team Manager’s handbook, which describes the 
role of each position on the organization chart. The web site will always 
contain the most current version of these documents. 

 
 Board of Directors 2019/2020 season are as follows: 

President 
 

Jack Casey  
President@capshockey.ca 
 

Administrator 
 

Jodi Blackwood 
administrator@capshockey.ca 
 

Vice President 
 

Frank Healey 
vp@capshockey.ca 
 

Treasurer 
 

Mark Carew 
treasurer@capshockey.ca 
 

Director of All-Star Hockey 
 

Mark Andrews 
allstar@capshockey.ca 
 

Director of Female Hockey 
 

Shawn Pendergast 
female@capshockey.ca 
 

Director of Novice Hockey 
 

Mike Rudofsky 
novice@capshockey.ca  
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Director of Atom/Peewee Hockey 
 

Mike Kirkland 
peewee@capshockey.ca 
  

Director of Bantam/Midget 
 

Vaughan Benson 
midget@capshockey.ca  
 

Director at Large 
 

Becky Phillips 
director1@capshockey.ca  
 

Director at Large 
 

Seamus Breen 
director2@capshockey.ca  
 

 

4 Team Manager’s Selection Process 
 

The Team Manager will be selected by the Head Coach, the selection being 
approved by the Board of Directors of the Association.  The Team Manager 
must have all necessary volunteer qualifications, or agree to complete these 
qualifications at the first opportunity.  The qualifications include current 
requirements for screening by HockeyNL and the Royal Newfoundland 
Constabulary1 and the completion of the Respect in Sport or Speakout 
course. 

 
o The Head Coach needs an individual with whom they can 

communicate and in whom they have confidence. 
 

o Parents need an individual whom they see as their advocate as well 
as their child’s advocate and with whom they have confidence. 

 
o The Association needs an individual who can meet their 

administrative needs and is willing to abide by Association policies 
and procedures. 

 
The Team Manager, Head Coach and Assistant Coaches work together as 
a staff to deliver a positive experience primarily for all players, and 
secondarily for the adults involved with the team. 

 

  

                                                 
1  RNC screening includes a Certificate of Conduct and a Vulnerable Persons Check 
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5 Season Plan, Budget, and Ongoing Communication 
 

There are three fundamentals required for a successful hockey program. 
As your team embarks on their season, this group of players, coaches and 
parents will spend a great deal of time together. As in any relationship in 
life, all stakeholders will have certain expectations that must be met for 
harmony to exist. 

 
These expectations include: 

 
(a) Having meaningful input to the teams’ objectives, finances and 

activities for the season. 
 

(b) Receiving timely feedback in such areas as: 
 
(i) Financial status, 
(ii) Tournament plans, 
(iii) Game schedules, 
(iv) Practice schedules, and 
(v) Fundraising plans and progress. 

 
 Season Plan Development 
 

Once the team is selected and Team Manager is chosen, everyone is 
anxious to begin the season.  The creation of the Season Plan is now vital 
and there is only a short time to develop it. 

 
The Team Manager will then facilitate the process to create the Season 
Plan. 

 
The team’s Head Coach has been developing a plan with goals and 
objectives for the season and may have made some preliminary tournament 
plans.  The following is a suggested approach to developing the Season 
Plan: 

 
(a) During or following a practice, conduct a parents meeting where all 

stakeholders are present.  A member of the Executive can be in 
attendance to answer any questions related to the Association. 

 
(b) Present the Head Coach’s plan including the goals and objectives 

for the season.  Any rules with respect to team discipline, apparel 
requirements, travel plans, prospective tournaments, and other plans 
for the team should also be included.  Present this document as a 
first draft. 
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(c) The Season Plan should also include a schedule for 
coach/player/parent discussions on the player’s progress and 
expectations for the remainder of the season.   

 
(d) Request feedback from the parents to be included in a second draft.  

Discuss the second draft with the coaching staff before preparing the 
final draft. 

 
(e) Return the final draft to the parents and place a copy on file with the 

minor hockey office. 
 
 Budget Development 
 

From the input received for the Season Plan the draft Budget can now be 
prepared for presentation at the next parents meeting. The following is a 
suggested approach to creation of the Budget: 

 
(a) Research the costs associated with each item in the Season Plan. 
 
(b) Develop reasonable financial targets for any fundraising projects. 
 
(c) Submit the Season Budget to the Administrator so it can be placed 

on file.  The Season Budget must be on file before any fundraising is 
approved. 

 
(d) The Season Budget must be balanced with anticipated revenue and 

expenses being equal within a reasonable contingency. 
 
(e) All team accounts must be deposited with the Association as per 

section 6.  Individual team bank accounts are not permitted.   
 
(f) Receipts must accompany all deposits and expenditures.  Provide 

temporary receipts to parents while waiting to deposit funds with the 
Association. 

 
Ongoing Communication 
 

Given that meaningful input is necessary for a successful season, regular 
feedback as to “How are we doing compared to the plan?” and “What is 
going on that affects us?” is very important. 

 
It is clear that timely, complete and accurate feedback will significantly 
reduce the creation and spreading of rumours.  There are several areas of 
feedback and information that stakeholders expect.  They include such 
things as but are not limited to: 
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(a) Tracking the Season Plan 
(b) Tracking the Budget 
(c) Tournament dates and schedules 
(d) Game schedules 
(e) Practice schedules 
(f) Association policies, directives, etc 
(g) Fundraising plans 

 
Regular team meetings are key to providing this necessary feedback. 

 

6 Financial Management 
 

(a) SJMHA uses the services of a national accounting firm to manage its day 
to day bookkeeping.  This means a reasonable amount of time is required 
to process payments and issue cheques.  Normal payments should be 
requested at least 1 week in advance of any necessary payments. 
 

(b) The Minor Hockey office will close for the year on or about April 30th each 
season.  Team Managers are to ensure all financial matters, including 
lottery licenses and other team business (including return of jerseys and 
equipment) are concluded before the office closes for the season. 
 

(c) All Team Managers shall maintain their team account through St. John’s 
Minor Hockey. All funds will be deposited with the SJMHA Administrator 
and all funds will be disbursed by cheque from the SJMHA account. 

 
(d) On a regular basis, at least every second month, Team Managers should 

request a statement of the teams account.  Team Managers will compare 
the details to their own records and advise the Administrator or Treasurer 
of any discrepancies. 

 
(e) The Team Managers will keep their own record of all receipts and 

disbursements, and will track detail by individual player.  Once the 
accounts are reconciled by the managers they will provide the 
Administrator with a list of player balances to support the reconciled team 
balance.  

 
(f) Teams should only fundraise to the extent required for approved team 

activities.  Any excess funds raised and not used will be credited to the 
account of SJMHA and not individual players.  At no time will excess 
fundraising be refunded to players.  Refunds will only be provided to 
players from funds obtained directly from parents. 

 
(g) Teams should not engage in or undertake activities outside normal games 

and practices that bestow undue financial hardship on parents.  The 
Association requires Team Managers to submit team budgets to the 
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Administrator for approval at the beginning of each season.  The budget 
should estimate additional fees to be charged to players and recovered 
from parents. 

 
(h) Any team whose players have not met the required payment schedule for 

SJMHA registration fees will not be permitted to incur additional expenses 
until all registration accounts are current with the Association.  Practically 
this means travel permits will not be approved, nor will the team be 
permitted to register for tournaments until the situation is fully resolved. 

 
(i) Only the President with the approval of the Board can approve a payment 

plan for registration fees outside SJMHA’s regular schedule.  At no time 
does our Administrator have the authority to approve these individual 
payment plans. 
 

(j) The Association provides subsidized hockey to players in the recreation 
program.  The extraordinary expense associated with all-star hockey, and 
the requirement for incurring travel and tournament expenses throughout 
the season, restricts the Association from subsidizing all-star hockey. 

 
(k) At no time will a team’s All-Star account with SJMHA be permitted to 

operate in an overdraft position.  SJMHA accepts no financial risk for All-
Star accounts.  If the team pursues activities outside normal games and 
practices, it is the responsibility of the Team Manager to ensure sufficient 
funds are collected from parents to cover these expenses.  It is not the 
responsibility of SJMHA or its Administrator to do this.   

 
(l) Team Managers have no responsibility for the direct collection of All-Star 

player registration fees.  They are responsible for communicating to the 
team the importance of meeting their obligation to settle their registration 
accounts on schedule.  The only time the Team Manager will be advised 
that a particular player’s account is delinquent is when the Team Manager 
is asked to notify the player of his or her removal from the team pending 
payment of registration fees in full. 

 
(m)The fiscal year end for SJMHA is April 30th.  At a date no later than 10 

days following the team’s All-Newfoundland tournament, the Team 
Managers will be required to provide final account reconciliation, with 
supporting player balances net of fundraising to SJMHA.  After April 30th 
any un-reconciled balances in the team accounts will be credited to the 
account of SJMHA, and no further efforts to reconcile the accounts or 
identify player balances will be made. 

 
(n) The fact that SJMHA accepts no financial risk for the team accounts 

means that players will only be issued refunds from revenue other than 
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fundraising or registration account credits to the extent that there is cash 
in the team account.  
 

(o) If the account reconciliation provided by the Team Manager identifies that 
some players are owed money, and the total amount owed to all players 
exceeds the cash balance in the team account, the outstanding cash 
balance will be distributed proportionally between all players on a 
percentage basis. 

 
(p) Teams must purchase clothing and player equipment from the 

Associations preferred supplier Sportscraft.  The Team Manager should 
get a written quote from the supplier and file the quote with the 
Administrator in advance of authorizing the purchase.  Prior to taking 
delivery of the purchase the Team Manager should ensure that the 
balance in the team account is sufficient to cover the quoted cost.  
Sportscraft should send the invoice directly to the Association for 
payment.  The Administrator will approve the invoice for payment if the 
team’s account balance is sufficient to cover the invoice cost. 

 

7 Team Fundraising 
 

This section covers the process to follow for approval of all fundraising 
projects. 

 
Information concerning all fundraising requests must be filed with the 
Administrator far enough in advance of the activity to ensure that the 
request is satisfactorily reviewed and all necessary licenses and 
approvals are put in place.  Factor into timelines the time necessary 
for SJMHA AND Hockey NL approval and submission of documents to 
the appropriate government authority. 

 
The following steps outline the procedure to follow: 

 
(a) SJMHA recognizes the desire of individual teams to raise money, but 

must protect the ability of the Association to raise funds to sponsor 
our complete program. 

 
(b) All requests for fundraising approval during the current season must 

be presented to the Administrator on the form available from the 
minor hockey office. (See Attachment C) 

 
(c) Requests must outline the nature of the event, timing of the event 

and what the funds are required for. 
 
(d) Approval of the Board of Directors is required before the event is 

publicized or occurs. 
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(e) The Board of Directors reserves the right to refuse all requests if 

deemed not in the best interest of the Association.  Under no 
circumstance will a fundraising event involving the sale or 
distribution of tobacco, beer or alcohol be approved.  Minor 
Hockey should not be associated with tobacco, beer or alcohol. 

 
(f) Sanctioned fundraising will be to the benefit of the players and non-

parent coaches.  At no time will parent related costs be paid for 
directly or indirectly from the proceeds of fundraising. 

 
The use of the Associations ability to obtain a lottery license will be 
restricted.  Teams raising large amounts of money for travel outside of the 
prescribed hockey program will be limited in the amount of fundraising 
allowed to offset travel and accommodation expenses.  (see Section 10) 

 
The Associations will limit the number of open lottery licences issued in the 
name of the Association.  This will practically limit the number of fundraising 
events individual teams undertake.  It would be better for teams to 
undertake one large fundraising event to cover all of their needs as opposed 
to multiple small events each requiring a lottery licence. 

 

8 Lottery Licenses 
 

Teams may request that the Association obtain Lottery Licenses on their 
behalf.  These Lottery Licenses require officers of the Association sign the 
application, and assume all legal responsibilities for the execution of the 
lottery.  In addition to the good reputation of the Association being placed 
at risk, the individual officers who sign on behalf of the Association assume 
personal risk associated with the proper adherence to the rules and 
regulations established by the Department of Government Services, as laid 
forth in Newfoundland And Labrador Regulation 1/02 (“Lottery Licensing 
Regulations”) under the Criminal Code (M.C. 1081-82).  

 
The following guidelines are meant to provide due diligence around the 
process of obtaining a Lottery Licence, and to establish control over the 
execution of the lottery to meet the requirements of the Lottery Licensing 
Regulations. 

 
Obtaining a Lottery License 
 

 Team Managers must complete a Lottery License Application form and 
submit it to the Minor Hockey Office approximately 4 weeks before the 
lottery license is required.  The SJMHA logo will appear on the sample ticket 
proof submitted with the application form.  Complete the Guidelines for Use 
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of Lottery Licenses for and include it with your lottery license application 
form. (Attachment D) 

 
• The application must include information on how the money raised through 

the lottery will be spent.  Acceptable use for money raised through a lottery 
include team travel and to make a donation to a registered charity.  Money 
raised through a lottery cannot be used for: 

 
o Team uniforms, jackets or clothing 
o Normal operating expenses, such as extra ice time and officials 
o Team banquets or meals 
o Activities where proceeds go directly to parents or coaches 

 
 Once approved by the Board of Directors, the President and Administrator 

will sign the lottery license application and forward to the Department of 
Government Services, Trade Practices Division. 

 
 The Administrator will notify the Team Manager when the Lottery License 

has been received. 
 

Managing a Ticket Lottery 
 
 The Team Manager will proceed and print the tickets. 
 
 The Team Manager will prepare a ticket ledger identifying who is assigned 

blocks of tickets for sale.  Tickets not assigned will remain in the Minor 
Hockey Office.  

 
 As blocks of tickets are sold their proceeds will be returned with the ticket 

stubs to the Minor Hockey Office.  The Administrator will provide a receipt 
for all proceeds, and deposit the proceeds into the Association’s bank 
account.  Ticket stubs will be stored in the Minor Hockey Office. 

 
 The Association will track receipts within its accounting system.  All unsold 

tickets must be returned to the Minor Hockey Office. 
 
 On the day of the draw: 
 

o Final proceeds will be returned to the minor hockey office 
o All stubs and unsold tickets will be returned to the minor hockey office 
o Ticket stubs will be placed in a drum 
o The Team Manager will have a person who did not purchase a ticket 

available at the assigned time to complete the draw 
o The Association will have a Board member present to witness the 

draw, and 
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o The person completing the draw, and the Board member witnessing 
the draw, will sign a confirmation of their presence. 

 
Following the draw: 
 

o The Administrator will contact the winner(s)  
o Prizes will be collected by the Team Manager and brought to the 

Minor Hockey Office 
o Winners will collect their prizes from the Minor Hockey Office 
o The Administrator will collect the ticket stub from the winner 
o The Winners will sign a receipt when they collect their prize 
o The Minor Hockey Office will retain all unsold tickets and stubs of 

sold tickets for a period of 1-year from the date of the draw. 
 

Completing the Financial Report  
 

o The financial report for the lottery must be completed by the Team 
Manager and submitted to the minor hockey office 7 days following 
the draw date. 

o The financial report must be completed on the form provided by the 
Department of Government Services, Trade Practices Division. 

o The financial report should be accompanied by sufficient backup 
material to verify the information provided on the final report. 

 
All rules and regulations as established by the Department of Government 
Services, Trade Practices Division must be followed.  
 
The Association does not assume financial responsibility for the ticket 
lottery.  If there is insufficient revenue to provide the prizes as stated on the 
ticket, then the team, and by extension the players’ parents, will assume 
financial liability.  If the team requires a cash advance from the Association 
to purchase prizes it will require the approval of the Board of Directors. 

 

9 Special Event Sanctioning 
 

Hockey Newfoundland & Labrador (HockeyNL) controls special event 
sanctioning.2  Check with the Minor Hockey Office for information on the 
HockeyNL guidelines.  Sanctioning is required for door to door fundraising, 
bottle drives and grocery packing.  When using facilities other than arenas 
with minor hockey associations as tenants, for example gymnasiums and 
fitness centres, the manager must obtain proof that all employees and 
volunteers at said facility who will have contact with SJMHA’s players have 
completed a “letter of conduct” and a “vulnerable person check” before 
sanctioning will be granted. 

                                                 
2  Please refer to Attachment B for guidance on the types of events that may be sanctioned. 
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10 Travel Permits 
 

Teams attending tournaments or exhibition games hosted by an association 
other than a member of the DJHL division in which the team normally plays 
require a signed travel permit. 

 
How do you get a Travel Permit? 

 
(a) Blank Travel Permit forms are available from the HockeyNL web site 

or from the Minor Hockey Office. 
 
(b) In all cases, requests must be signed by the President and forwarded 

to HockeyNL. Specific time lines apply to travel permits. 
 

Fines and sanctions apply for teams traveling without HockeyNL approved 
travel permits, for minor hockey associations that host tournaments without 
HockeyNL sanctioning and/or for teams participating without approved 
travel permits. 
 
The amounts of these fines are significant.  The Association will in turn 
charge any team the amount of the fine, and remove the funds from the 
team account, if a fine is incurred for travel permits or tournament 
sanctioning.  Repeat offenses could result in suspension or replacement of 
Team Managers and coaching staff. 

 

11 Tournaments 
 

The Association operates a house league on weekends and therefore there 
is no opportunity to run invitational tournaments at Twin Rinks.  
Developmental C and D teams are not allowed to participate in tournaments 
or exhibition games on weekends to avoid potential conflicts with house 
league hockey. 
 
Teams attending tournaments hosted by an association other than a 
member of the DJHL division in which the team normally plays require a 
signed travel permit (see section 10). 
 
Teams attending tournaments where significant travel costs will be incurred, 
must: 
 

(a) Be sensitive to parent’s ability to incur such costs, and ensure 
families are freely participating. 
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(b) If using a Provincial Government lottery license for fundraising, 
ensure only approved travel expenses are paid for.  Approved travel 
expenses include: 

 
i. Individual airfare cost for Coaches, Team Manager and Players.  

Tickets obtained through air mile points will have no cash value 
offset from the fundraising amount. 

ii. Hotel accommodations based upon the following: 

 Two (2) adult coaches or managers per one (1) double room 

 Two (2) goalies per one (1) double room 

 Three (3) players per one (1) double room 

iii. Meal per diems based upon the following: 

 $50 per day for adult coaches or managers 

 $40 per day for Atom aged or younger players 

 $45 per day for Peewee aged players 

 $50 per day for Bantam aged or older players 

iv. Vehicle allowance of $500 per tournament for local 
transportation when traveling to the tournament by air. 

 

12 Provincial Tournaments 
 

Teams are required to participate in the annual Provincial Tournaments that 
are held during the Easter vacation period.  HockeyNL issues a final 
tournament grading report in January identifying the host locations and 
participants for these tournaments.3 
 
SJMHA will normally be requested to host at least 2 Provincial Tournaments 
each season.  If your team is selected to host a Provincial Tournament the 
team will be expected to fundraise at least 50% of the Provincial 
Tournament cost.  Expenses typically include ice time, officials, player 
awards and a banquet.  In February the Association will meet with the Team 
Manager to develop a budget and a plan for hosting the event. 
 

13 DJHL Player Registration Fees 
 

When players initially register for the season parents make arrangements 
to pay the “base fee”.  This is typically done either through a single online 
payment at registration, or through an initial 50% down payment and two 
post-dated cheques for 25% of the base fee. 
 

                                                 
3  Team and player participation at Provincial Tournaments are considered mandatory.  Not 

attending the Provincial Tournament is grounds for discipline by the Association. 
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When a player is selected to a DJHL all-star team there is an all-star fee 
payment required.  The DJHL all-star fee payment will be required prior to 
the start of the DJHL regular season.  The deadline for payment of the all-
star fee is stated on the annual registration form. 
 
Team Managers will not be required to collect registration fees.  Parents are 
directed to make payment at the Minor Hockey Office.  Team Managers are 
requested to communicate with parents, either as a group, or individually, 
reminders that registration fees are due. 
 
In the event that a player has been removed from a team roster for non-
payment of registration fees, the Team Manager should ensure that the 
player does not return to games or practices until the matter is resolved to 
the satisfaction of the Association. 

 

14 Developmental Player Registration Fees 
 

There is a registration fee associated with all developmental teams.  This 
fee will be set each season, and will vary depending upon a number of 
factors.  The basis of the fee is cost recovery, including HockeyNL 
tournament and banner fees.  Different fees will apply for each team as 
some teams will play all season in the DJHL C and D divisions. 

 
Team Managers will not be required to collect registration fees.  Parents are 
directed to make payment at the minor hockey office.  Team Managers will 
be requested to communicate with parents, either as a group, or 
individually, reminders that registration fees are due. 
 
In the event that a player has been removed from a team roster for non-
payment of registration fees, the Team Manager should ensure that the 
player does not return to games or practices until the matter is resolved to 
the satisfaction of the Association. 

 

15 Player/Parent Agreements 
 

Every player and coach involved with a DJHL or Developmental team must 
complete an All-Star Program Player/Parent Agreement form prior to the 
start of the regular season. 
 
At the time the agreements are returned players should have all outstanding 
all-star fees paid, along with the post dated jersey deposit cheque on file 
with the Minor Hockey Office. 
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16 Comprehensive Insurance Program 
 

Attachment B includes the Hockey Canada Risk and Safety Management 
Resource Manual.  Team Managers should review this document as it 
provides guidelines surrounding many activities typically undertaken by 
teams. 
 
This section describes the highlights of the Hockey Canada Insurance 
program and the reporting procedure for accidents.  The Hockey Canada 
Injury Report forms are available in the SJMHA office in Twin Rinks, the 
SJMHA website and the HockeyNL website.  Completed Injury Report forms 
should be returned to the SJMHA office and the Association will forward 
them to HockeyNL. 

 
Hockey Canada National Comprehensive Insurance Program 

 
Hockey Canada has designed an insurance program to respond to the 
various risks that confront organized amateur hockey.  This program is 
designed to protect the players, coaches, administrators, referees and 
volunteers against risks associated with the game.  The insurance program 
should not be viewed as a risk management tool.  The program is made up 
of three separate components: 

 
(a) Liability Insurance 
 

This is a General Liability Insurance Policy designed to respond on 
behalf of any of the registered participants in the game including 
players, coaches, managers, trainers, on and off-ice officials and 
volunteers, this policy is a Personal Injury and Property Damage 
Policy. 

 
(b) Accidental Death and Disability Benefits 
 

These benefits cover members against accidental injury, death only 
while participation in HC sanctioned activities. This portion covers 
very serious, permanent injuries that might occur while participating 
in a HC / Branch sanctioned activity. Unlike Major Medical/Dental 
coverage, this coverage is in addition to any other similar coverage 
an eligible participant may carry. 

 
(c) Major Medical and Dental 
 

This plan supplements existing provincial health plans and any 
member’s personal major medical insurance.  Claimants must 
pursue a claim through their personal medical/dental plan first.  The 
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HC insurance then responds for the outstanding balance. The 
following procedures should be followed if an injury occurs: 

 
(i) Complete the Hockey Canada Injury Report Form fully. 
(ii) Have the attending physician or dentist complete the 

practitioner’s portion. 
(iii) Have a team official sign the form. 
(iv) Forward the completed form along with any incurred invoices 

to the Minor Hockey Office from where they will be forwarded 
to HockeyNL. 

 
(d) Hockey Canada Injury Report 

 
This form is to be completed in full and forwarded to the HockeyNL 
office within ninety (90) days following an accident/injury.  Failure to 
comply with this filing deadline will result in your claim being denied 
by Hockey Canada. 

 

17 Injuries4 
 

Injured players requiring medical attention must provide SJMHA with a letter 
from the attending physician recommending the player refrain from 
participating in the hockey program.  The letter must identify a potential date 
when the player can return to normal activity.  The Team Manager should 
ensure the parent provides the letter, and ensure the letter is placed on file 
at the Minor Hockey Office. 
 

 Prior to returning to on-ice activities the parent must receive written 
permission from the attending physician.  The Team Manager should 
ensure the parent provides the medical clearance, and ensure a copy of the 
clearance is placed on file at the Minor Hockey Office. 

 
 This procedure will apply in all situations, whether or not the injury occurs 

during minor hockey activities.  The player’s safety should be the paramount 
concern of the parent, the coaching staff and the Association. 

 

18 Control and Safekeeping of Jerseys and Equipment 
 
 Jerseys must be returned at the end of the current season to provide the 

Association with sufficient time to determine jersey requirements for the 
following season. 

 
Each year SJMHA finds it necessary to replace a number of Jerseys which 
do not get returned.  Getting the jerseys returned in a timely fashion has 

                                                 
4  See Attachment G for HockeyNL’ s Concussion Card 
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become a serious issue.  As a result parents are required to provide the 
Association with a post dated cheque as a guarantee that the jersey will be 
returned at the end of the season. 

 
Each set of All-Star Team jerseys will be provided to the Team Manger prior 
to the start of the regular season.  When the jerseys have been assigned to 
the players, the Team Manager must email the Minor Hockey Office with a 
list of players and the number of the jersey assigned. 

 
The Team Manager will return the complete set of team jerseys to the Minor 
Hockey Office within ten (10) days of the completion of the All-
Newfoundland Tournament.  It is strongly recommended that Team 
Managers collect the jerseys from players during the last games of the 
All-Newfoundland Tournament to avoid having to visit player‘s homes 
to collect the jerseys. 

 
Team Managers are encouraged to collect jerseys after each game.  If the 
Team manager is unable to collect the jerseys, then players are to bring 
their jersey to and from the rink in a separate bag, as described in the All-
Star Program Player/Parent Agreement form. 
 
If name bars are to be attached to the jerseys they must be professionally 
manufactured and attached to the jersey.  Team Managers must use the 
Associations preferred supplier Sportscraft who will ensure the 
integrity of the jersey is maintained through the application and 
removal process.  The Team Manager must collect sufficient money at the 
start of the season to pay for the application and removal of the name bars.  
This money must remain in the team account at the end of the season until 
the removal invoice is paid by the Association. 
 
If the jersey is damaged during the application or removal of the name bar 
by someone other than Sportscraft, the Association will purchase a 
replacement jersey and recover the expense from the parent by cashing the 
post dated cheque. 

 
At a minimum, approximately every four to six weeks the Team Managers 
should collect all jerseys, inspect them for damage and arrange to have 
them properly cleaned. 

 
Any jersey that is returned damaged, or not returned by the Team Manager 
within ten (10) days of the completion of the All-Newfoundland Tournament, 
will result in the Association cashing the post dated cheque provided by the 
parent at the beginning of the season. 
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19 Additional Ice Time 
 
 During the course of the season teams may book extra ice time at facilities 

other than Twin Rinks for practices and exhibition games.  Also teams may 
use an external facility for conditioning or for team building exercises. 

 
 Teams must be careful to ensure that these activities are not undertaken 

without sanctioning from the Association.  Activities that go ahead without 
the prior approval of the Association are undertaken at the risk of the adults 
involved.  Hockey Canada’s insurance program does not cover activities 
that are not sanctioned, especially if there is a financial responsibility 
attached to any loss or damage. 5 

 
 If the team proceeds with an unsanctioned activity the team staff must 

ensure that the parents understand the risk involved. 
 
 To have an event sanctioned contact the Minor Hockey Office.  If practical 

the event will be posted on the Association website to further document the 
prior approval of the Association. 

 

20 Ice Time Allocation 
 
 HockeyNL has developed an ice time allocation policy.  SJMHA teams will 

adhere to the policy established by HockeyNL.  A copy of this policy is 
included as Attachment A. 

 

21 Banners, Plaques and Other Trophies 
 
 Team Managers can either arrange for engraving of plaques and trophies 

themselves, or provide the plaques and trophies to the Administrator to 
arrange for engraving.  The cost of engraving will come from the team 
account. 

 
 Teams winning banners and plaques at the annual All-Newfoundland 

tournaments should provide the awards to the Minor Hockey Office 
immediately following the tournament.  The Administrator will arrange for 
engraving and placement of banners prior to the start of next season. 

 

  

                                                 
5  Please refer to Attachment B for specific details regarding permitted activities outside the 

normal hockey program. 
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22 DJHL Responsibilities 
 
 The Team Manager has a limited role when dealing with the DJHL.  The 

Director of All-Star Hockey acts as the single point of contact between the 
DJHL and SJMHA teams.  At no time should a Team Manager contact the 
DJHL staff directly.  If the Director of All-Star Hockey is unavailable the 
Team Manager can contact the President who will communicate with the 
DJHL. 

 
All requests for rescheduling of games must be made by the Director of All-
Star Hockey.  All requests impacting ice time and officials at our home rink 
must be made at least 10 days in advance to ensure the ice time can be 
effectively reallocated and that the scheduling of officials is properly dealt 
with. 

 
 The Team Manager is responsible for either (i) acting as person 

responsible for updating results for home games on the www.djhl.ca  
website or (ii) delegating responsibility to another parent. 

 

23 HockeyNL Social Media Policy 
 
 HockeyNL has developed social media policy.  SJMHA teams will adhere 

to the policy established by HockeyNL.  A copy of this policy is included as 
Attachment F. 

 
 

24 Non-Parent Coaches 
 
 While most coaches are parents of players on the team, occasionally the 

Association will assign a non-parent as a member of the coaching staff.  
These non-parent coaches give freely of their time, and when travel 
expenses are necessary to travel to invitational and provincial tournaments, 
the team is responsible for cover the out of pocket expenses of the non-
parent coaches.  Only in extraordinary circumstances will the association 
get involved in helping the team cover the cost of non-parent coaches. 

 

http://www.djhl.ca/


 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENT A 
 

HockeyNL ICE ALLOCATION POLICY 
(Check online for most recent revision in the HockeyNL Policy Manual) 

 
 



HOCKEYNL 
POLICY MANUAL 

SECTION 5: HOCKEY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

4.01.4 ICE TIME ALLOCATION POLICY (IN-BRANCH PLAY ONLY) 

DIVISION ' 

NOVICE ATOM PEE WEE\ UNDER 12 FEMALE BANTAM\ UNDER IS FEMALE MIDGET\UNDER20FEMALE 

CATEGORY 

GAME1YPE SELECT 
NON 

SELECT 
NON 

SELECT 
NON 

REGIONAL SELECT 
NON 

REGIONAL SELECT 
NON 

SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT 

Regular Season I NIA Equal Equal Equal Discretion 1 Equal Discretion 1 Discretion 1 Equal Discretion 2 Discretion 1 Equal 
League I PlayoffS 

Exhtbition &/or 
Invitational N/A Equal Equal Equal Discretion 1 Equal Discretion 1 Discretion 1 Equal Discretion 2 Discretion 1 Equal 
Tournaments 

if'rovincial 
Championships 

N/A N/A Equal N/A Discretion 1 N/A Discretion 1 Discretion 1 NIA Discretion 2 Discretion 1 N/A 

Kloaltender all Game N/A Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal Equal 
Types 

DEFINITIONS 

Equal: Is defined as equal ice time every game. There has to be a variable allowed due to the 
uncertainty in the frequency of stoppages in play. Goaltenders have the option of changing 
during the mid-way point of each game or playing full games as long as th~y have equal time 
throughout a season and/or provincial championship. The championship game in a provincial 
tournament is excluded from this definition for goaltenders only. Coaches may play either 
goaltender. 

Discretion 1: Is defined as equal ice time in every game, however, there is the ability for a 
coach to use select players in the following situations: 

(a) in all special team situations in the third period; 
(b) in the last three (3) minutes of the third period; and 
(c) in any overtime period(s) that ensue. 

Discretion 2: Is defined as the ability for a coach to use players anytime during the game as 
they decide; however, each player must receive a minimum of 3 shifts per period. 

Special Team Situations: Any situation that does not require 5 skaters vs. 5 skaters. 

Select: Any team that is formed based on a selection process or any team participating 
in a provincial championship. 

Non Select: Any team formed that is not based on a selection process. Teams are formed 
based on other factors (age, random assignment, House League) 

Regional: Any team formed based on a selection process involving a number of 
Associations (Major Midget, AAA programs). 

REGIONAL 

Discretion 2 

Discretion 2 

Discretion 2 

Equal 



HOCKEYNL 
POLICY MANUAL 

SECTION 5: HOCKEY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

SANCTIONS 

All coaches registered with Hockey NL coaching any minor teams who are not adhering to the 
Hockey NL Ice Time Allocation Policy will be assessed the following disciplinary action: 

First Offence: Any coach found not adhering to the Provincial Ice Time Allocation 
Guidelines Policy will be immediately issued a first time written warning 
by the President of the Minor Hockey Association (or Hockey NL 
Coordinator for Provincial Championships). · 

Second Offence: Any coach found not adhering to the Provincial Ice Time Allocation 
Guidelines Policy will be immediately issued a one month suspension, 
from the date of the offence, with not less than five (5) games. 

Third Offence: Any coach found not adhering to the Provincial Ice Time Allocation 
Guidelines Policy will be immediately suspended for one (1) year from the 
date of the offence. 

Fourth Offence: Any coach found not adhering to the Provincial Ice Time Allocation 
Guidelines Policy will be suspended indefinitely upon review by the 
·Branch. 

No warning is required to apply the sanction during a team's last game of the provincial 
championship. In this case, guidelines under the second offence regulation will be applied. 

NOTE: There is some flexibility in this guideline. There are situations where 
players/goaltenders are not playing due to physical restrictions. Goaltenders can be 
changed in a game when their team is trailing by fiVe or more goals. 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

GAME TYPE: 

Regular Season/League, Exhibition &/or Invitational Tournaments 
The complainant must register their complaint with their local Minor Hockey Association 
and/or League who is responsible for such complaints and they will determine if the 
guideline is being followed. 

Provincial Championships 
For Hockey NL Provincial Tournaments the complainant must register the complaint with 
the Hockey NL Coordinator who will determine if the guideline is being followed. 

September 2018 Hockey Nl Policy Manual Page 66 
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EVENT SANCTIONING 
 

 

Definition / Directive / Types 
 
Sanctioned events take place within clearly defined parameters set out by your Member 
and its constituents.  These can include association, team and league scheduled 
practices, games, evaluations/tryouts and related activities.  These activities, which would 
qualify as “normal” hockey program delivery, all fall within the scope of regular day to day 
operations of an association, team,  or league and do not require specific sanctioning 
authority.  

 
However, program extensions such as dry land training camps, exhibition games, 
fundraising and tournaments all require separate specific sanctioning or approval. 

 
It is understood that in the course of annual programming many team, association, and 
league activities can fall outside what is considered to be normal programming.  These 
kinds of activities usually occur away from the arena venue and in the surrounding 
community where opportunities exist to enhance the programs offered to our teams. 

 

 
The following are a guideline with respect to the sanctioning of events by Hockey Canada 
Members. Please note that these are only tools to help you in your decision making 
process and do not supersede Member sanctioning guidelines.  
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Sanctioning Guidelines 
 

Event Notes & Conditions 

Administration  

 
Ice and Facility Rentals 
 
Hold Harmless Clauses: 
 
Facility contracts may contain wording 
which attempts to offload all 
responsibility when anything goes 
wrong, on you the user.  Such things as 
defective arena equipment, 
carelessness/negligence of arena staff, 
and the actions of other ice users in the 
community are beyond your control and 
therefore you must not be held 
responsible.  Look carefully at the 
wording of your contract and specifically 
for such phrases as “save and hold 
harmless”, “responsible for any 
damage”, and “we (facility) will not be 
held responsible for…”. 
 
 

 
1. Coverage only applies where 

agreement does not include a 
“Holds Harmless” clause. Where 
agreement includes such a 
clause, the burden of 
responsibility lies with the signor 
and not Hockey Canada. 

 
2. If you are unsure as to contract 

wording ensure to obtain 
assistance from someone with 
knowledge in the area of 
contracts.   

Team Bus Rentals 1. Would cover our participants only 
2. Would not cover driver or the bus 

itself 
3. Ensure bus company has 

appropriate liability insurance  
4. Ensure drivers are appropriately 

licensed 
5. Bus should only be used for team 

related travel  
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6. Players should stay seated when 
bus is in motion and if seatbelts 
are available they should be 
worn. 

7. Always follow the rules of the bus 
company with respect to safety. 

Guest coaches on or off ice 1. Must carry their own liability 
insurance, will not be covered by 
Hockey Canada unless 
registered with the Member. 
They should be asked to produce 
a certificate of liability. 

2. Coaches should be screened as 
per Member requirements. 
 

On-Ice Events  
 

Exhibition Games (including international) 
 
 

 

1. Must be sanctioned by the 
Member; 

2. Both teams must be properly 
registered; 

3. Full equipment is to be worn; 
4. Registered officials must be used 

to officiate; 
5. Where a game is between a 

male and a female team body 
checking is not permitted. 

 
 

Use of outdoor rinks for games and 
practices 
 
 

 

1. Must be approved by 
Member/association 

2. Ensure ice and boards are in safe 
condition 

3. Involves member players only 
4. All association and Member 

guidelines for usual games and 
practices must be followed. 

 

Teams travelling to the USA  and 
internationally 
 
 

 
1. Must be approved by the Member 
2. Opposing teams must be 

registered with Federation  of 
country visited 
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3. Full equipment as outlined in the 
Hockey Canada rule book must be 
worn 

4. Team should purchase travel 
insurance ensuring that the policy 
covers sports injury. Always check 
travel policy exclusions carefully. 

 
 

 

On-Ice Team Pictures 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Ensure area set up prior to 
players lining up 

2. If possible take picture against 
bench area. 

3. Players come off bench right into 
picture staging. 

4. Players should not be allowed to 
skate around without a helmet. 

5. Action shots without helmets are 
not permitted. 

 
 

Skate-a-Thons 
 

 

1. We cover our participants only 
2. All players must wear helmets, 

full facial, neck guards, elbow 
pads and hockey gloves. 

3. No hockey is permitted, skating 
only. 

 

Canada’s National Team 
 

 

1. These events are conducted 
under the guidelines of Hockey 
Canada and the Member hosting 
the event. 

 

Celebrity Hockey Games/Benefit 
Games 
 

 

1. Only with respect to insuring the 
players and volunteers that are 
registered with the Member. 

2. Games should be non-contact. 
3. A contract or agreement with the 

celebrity team which includes a 
request for a certificate of liability 
should be considered.   

4. We will not cover non Hockey 
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Canada participants such as the 
celebrities. 

 

Tournaments 
 

1. Must be sanctioned by the 
Member 

 

Canadian University and College Teams’ / 
High school hockey 

 

1. Participants must be registered 
with the Member and off-ice team 
activities would require 
sanctioning by the Member. 

 

Hockey Canada Teams vs USA Hockey 
Teams 

 

1. Must be USA Hockey sanctioned 
teams 

 
 

Exhibition games involving CIS, NCAA, 
and OCAA teams 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

1. Must be sanctioned by the 
Member and approved by USA 
Hockey 
 

 
 

Summer Evaluation & Conditioning Camps 
 

1. Only if approved by the Member.  
 

2. All aspects of the camp would 
have to be submitted to the 
Member to ensure that all players 
and personnel are registered with 
the Member and that all 
conditioning activities are stated 
on the request for insurance. 

3. Activities such as Under 17 
camps are approved. 

 

Three on Three Hockey 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

1. Must be approved by the 
Member 

2. Players must wear full equipment 
3. Proper supervision necessary 

 
 

Minor Games Between Periods at 
Junior Games 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

1. Must be approved by the 
Member 

2. Players must wear full equipment 
3. Proper supervision necessary 
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Off-Ice Events  
 

Fundraising or year-end event (i.e. 
banquet, auction) without alcohol. 

1. Specific details of the event 
should be outlined on the request 
for insurance.  

2. The event must be solely 
organized by the team or 
association. 

3. Food being catered and/or 
prepared by a reputable caterer 
or restaurant is acceptable. 

4. Potluck formats will not be 
considered. The event itself will 
be covered but not the food 
service in this case 

 

Fundraising or year-end event (i.e. 
banquet, auction) with alcohol. 

 

1. Facility ownership must be 
responsible for the serving of 
alcohol. 

 
2. Facility ownership must obtain all 

required permits to buy and sell 
alcohol. 

 
3. Events being held on a 

continuous basis will not be 
considered. 
 

4. Proper security measures should 
be taken. 
 

5. Bartenders should have training 
such as “SMART SERVE” 
 

6. Events involving minors will not 
be considered. 
 

7. Spouses and non-members are 
not covered under HC insurance 
 

8. Food being catered and/or 
prepared by a reputable caterer 
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or restaurant is acceptable 
 

9. Potluck formats will not be 
considered. The event itself will 
be covered but not the food 
service in this case 

 

Dryland Training for registered 
participants/ Conditioning Camps for 
registered participants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. As approved by the Member – all 
activities would have to be 
submitted to the Member to 
ensure that all players and 
personnel are registered with the 
Member and that all conditioning 
activities are stated on the 
request for insurance.  

2. Other sporting activities such as 
basketball and soccer are not 
acceptable activities as the 
Hockey Canada insurance policy 
is not designed to cover other 
sports. Note that floor hockey 
is acceptable assuming 
players are wearing helmets, 
facemasks, gloves and elbow 
pads. 
 

3. All activities must be low risk in 
nature.  

4. Leaders with knowledge in this 
area are recommended. Proper 
risk management must be 
incorporated into all dryland 
activities! 

5. Yoga for stretching purposes is 
acceptable if led by a trained 
instructor. Note we cover our 
participants only. Private 
instructors are not covered and 
should provide a certificate of 
liability from their insurers. 

 
 

Chuck a Puck fundraisers 
 
 

1. Use soft rubber pucks only 
2. Only cover our members 
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3. We do not insure prizing 

 

Development Seminars. 1. This is a direct approved function 
of the Member and directly 
related to the activities of the 
Member and the playing of the 
sport. These events would be 
sanctioned. 

 

Mall Display and/or Mall Registration 
Booth. 

 

1. Requires appropriate adult 
supervision if players are 
involved. 

2. Any mall contracts should be 
reviewed for hold harmless 
clause. 

 

Gambling, Lotteries (50/50, Raffle 
Tickets, Hockey Pools). 

 

1. Requests for insurance should 
include all activities related to 
selling of the tickets and  
supervision if applicable. 

 
2. Activity must comply with 

municipal and provincial 
legislation. 
 

3. We only insure our participants 
as they sell the tickets, pool 
squares etc. We do not insure 
the lottery itself. 
 

4. Prizing cannot involve alcohol. 
 
 

 

Door-to-Door Selling, personal 
fundraising, cookies, candy bars, etc. 

 

1.  Door-to-door sales are permitted 
only with appropriate adult 
supervision to reduce the risk of 
young players entering the 
homes of unknown persons. 

 
2. Requests for insurance should 

include all activities related to the 
event including times, dates, and 
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type of supervision if applicable. 
 
 

 

Snack Bar, Concessions. 
 

1. Snack Bar operators should be 
appropriately trained.  

2. Registered participants under the 
age of 16 are not permitted to 
use deep fryers.  

3. Deep fryers must comply with 
local fire code and inspections. 

4. Contract should be reviewed for 
hold harmless clause (see ice 
and facilities rental above) 

5. Ensure proper adult supervision 
and risk management steps are 
in place 

 
 

 

Parades – walking or riding on floats 
 

 
 
 

 

 
1 As long as the person/organization 

running the float has proof that the float 
is insured than this would be 
acceptable.   

2 The players would also be insured if 
walking in the parade, however it must 
be made clear that we only insure our 
players and not the parade. 

3 Appropriate adult supervision required 
 

 

Bottle drives, tree sales, donation 
drives, shoe shines, car wash,  

 

1. Requires appropriate adult 
supervision and risk 
management to prevent injury to 
participants.  

 
2. Requests for insurance should 

include all activities related to the 
event including times, dates, and 
supervision if applicable 

 
 

Snow shoveling/Leaf Raking 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1. No mechanical devices such as 
snow blowers or leaf mulchers 
allowed 
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2. Adult supervision if going door to 
door 

 
 

Bingos 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1. These are acceptable taking into 
consideration the selling of 
alcohol and Provincial laws. 

2. Prizing not covered  
 

 

Skating on rivers/ponds 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

1. Before being considered there would 
have to be very specific guidelines with 
respect to safety and risk management 
including an Emergency Action Plan 
and adequate adult supervision.  
 

2. It is suggested that the parameters 
around the activity be closely reviewed 
prior to this type of event being 
sanctioned including requirements for 
ice thickness. 

 
 
 

Adult Recreational Hockey/In-Line 
Hockey 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

1. If the teams are registered with 
the Member they would be 
insured 

 
 

Private Hockey Schools 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1. Private hockey schools are not 
members of Hockey Canada/the 
Member.  Insurance coverage 
cannot be extended even in 
cases where the local 
association wishes to coordinate 
a summer hockey school. 

 
 

 
 

Equipment Exchanges 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1. Cover our participants only 
2. Re sale of helmets or facial 

protection not recommended 
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National Hockey League (NHL) and 
other professional players participating 
in an event/practice/includes NHL guest 
coaches. 
 
 
 

1. Professional salaries are very 
high and an accident could be 
very costly.  

2. Players would be permitted to 
participate in autograph 
sessions, awards presentations, 
and appearances however would 
not be covered under HC 
insurance 

3. Players would not be covered for 
any activity on the ice. The only 
exception would be those Major 
Junior players that have played 
that year on a Major Junior team. 
If player or coach is on ice they 
should produce a certificate of 
liability.  

4. A contract or agreement with the 
celebrity which includes a 
request for a certificate of liability 
should be considered  

 
 
 

Off ice team activity that includes 
siblings and parents (e.g. in hotel while 
at tournament) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

1. Will cover our participants only 
2. Must be a team event, we will not 

consider insuring activities done 
as a family or group of families 

 
 
 

 
 

Team events at private residences 
 

 
 
 

 

 
1. Hockey Canada will not cover 

events at a private residence 
including off-ice training and 
team parties. 

 
 

Running Food Concession at Fairs, 
storefronts etc. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

1. Food must be supplied by 
professional supplier 

2. If players involved adult 
supervision is necessary 

3. If BBQ or deep fryer being used 
adults must cook 

4. All health code requirements 
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must be met 
5. If on private property liability 

insurance of property owner 
should be confirmed 

6. Any contracts should be 
reviewed for hold harmless 
clause prior to signing  (see ice 
and facilities rental above) 

7. Sales in front of liquor stores or 
non- reputable businesses not 
permitted.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Frozen Food Sales 
 

 
 
 

 

 
1. Must be properly overseen by 

adults to ensure food is stored 
and delivered properly. 

2. Frozen food must be prepared by 
a professional company. 
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The Definite “NO” List (HIGH RISK) Comments 

Road Blocks/Roadside cleanup 1. Considered high risk events. 

Non-Hockey related activities 1. Hockey Canada insurance not 
designed to cover non hockey 
related activities. 

Car Rallies 1. Considered high risk events. 

Community Festivals 1. Community Festivals will likely 
have their own insurance. 
Hockey Canada will not cover the 
event; rather provide coverage 
for registered hockey 
participants only. 

Other Sport Activities. Examples 
include: 

 Ball Hockey or street hockey 

 Slo-Pitch 

 Basketball 

 Soccer 

 Baseball 

 Bowling 

 Golf 

1. Hockey Canada insurance is not 
designed to cover other sporting 
activities. 

Concerts 1. High risk event, often involves 
alcohol being served and there is 
a large concentration of people. 

Wood-Splitting 1. High Risk Event 

Grass cutting 1. High Risk Event 

Bon Fires 1. High Risk Event 

Teen dances with no alcohol 1. High Risk Event 

Tobogganing Parties 1. High risk Event 

Dunk Tanks 1. High Risk Event 
 
 

 
Team assisting with putting up 
Christmas lights 
 
 

 
1. High risk event 

 

Rock Climbing 
 

1. High risk event 
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Laser Tag 
 

1. High risk event 

Blueline Club, Canteen, Beer Tent  
1. If these are ongoing initiatives as 

opposed to a one-time event they 
should not be considered. 
Separate insurance should be 
obtained for these initiatives.  
 

Non-Sanctioned Summer Hockey – 
Camps, Practices, Leagues 

1. These leagues are required to 
obtain their own insurance. 

Any lease agreement with a clause that 
transfers the financial burden to the 
team for facility negligence. (See page 2 
for details). 

1. Our insurers are not prepared to 
take responsibility for accidents 
that occur beyond scope of 
hockey related activities. 

Dances (as fundraisers for players or 
parents). 

1. Issues are many with this type of 
events including under aged 
drinking, fights, lack of security 

Swimming or water activities such as 
tubing 
 
 
 

1. Water activities considered high 
risk and cannot be sanctioned 

Exhibition games involving non- 
registered participants (including 
parents, siblings and outlaw leagues). 

1. Hockey Canada stipulates that 
teams are covered only when 
playing other member teams. 

Bake Sales and Pot Luck Dinners 
 
 

1. Lack of control over food 
preparation 

2. Food allergies 
 

 
 

Hiking including nature hikes. 1. Considered high risk 
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Proof of Insurance 
 
Often local Minor Hockey Associations are asked to provide a “proof of insurance” to those 
renting the ice/facility. Proof of insurance requests are also often requested for dry land training 
or other low risk events. Specific details as to why the request is being filed should be noted in 
the initial request to the Member. This should include specifics with respect to the activities that 
will be participated in. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment C 
 

Request for Approval of Fundraising Project 
  



 

  

 

 
St. John’s Minor Hockey Association 

 

REQUEST FOR 
APPROVAL OF 

FUNDRAISING PROJECT  

 
To be completed by the Administrator 

 

Executive Approval Required:  Yes □ No □ 

 
Submitted:                                  ___ / ___ / ___ 

 
All requests for fundraising must be submitted to the Administrator for review.  Upon completion of this review, the Administrator will determine if the 
approval of the Executive is required.  If the fundraising project involves raising money in excess of $1,000, or if the fundraising project involves 
requests of support from parents or the community at large, or if the request requires a Lottery License, then the approval of the Executive is required.  
Otherwise if the fundraising project involves raising funds less than $1,000 from within the team, family members or rink, the Administrator will 
determine if the fundraising project will be approved or denied. 
 
All requests for the approval of fundraising projects are to be submitted to the Administrator for review at least one week prior to a regularly scheduled 
Board meeting in order that it may be added to the meeting’s agenda if necessary.  Routine approvals by the Administrator may take up to 1 week 
before approval is granted or denied. 
 

 
Team proposing to undertake the fundraising project: 
 
 
 
Person responsible for fundraising project: 
 
 
 
Identify any 3rd party suppliers that will be used by the fundraising 
project: 
 
 
 
The fundraising project will begin on ___ / ___ / ___ and  
end on ___ / ___ / ___ . 
 

 
Estimated gross proceeds from the fundraising 
project: 
 
 
 
Estimated expenses incurred during the 
fundraising project: 
 
 
 
Estimated net revenue to be realized from the 
fundraising project: 
 

 
Please describe in detail the fundraising project you intend to undertake: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please describe in detail how the money raised by the fundraising project will be used: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Fundraising project, as described above,  □  is approved,  □ is not approved. 

 
Comments:  
 
 
Administrator:                                                                   



 

  

 
 

Fundraising Project Reconciliation 
 

Upon completion of the fundraising project, the person responsible for the project must submit a financial 
reconciliation for the project.  This reconciliation must be submitted to the Administrator within ten (10) days of the end 
of the project.  If the project was approved by the Executive, this reconciliation must be submitted for review at the 
next regularly scheduled Board meeting. 

 
 

Proposed date that the fundraising project was to commence: ___ / ___ / ___ 

 
Actual date that the fundraising project commenced:  ___ / ___ / ___ 

 
Proposed date that the fundraising project was to complete: ___ / ___ / ___ 

 
Actual date that the fundraising project was completed:  ___ / ___ / ___ 

 
 
 
 
Gross proceeds realized: 
 
 
List of expenses (provide details): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Expenses: 
 
 
 
Net Proceeds from fundraising project: 
 
 
 
 
Completed by: 
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Guidelines for Use of Lottery Licenses 
  



 

  

Guidelines for Use of Lottery Licenses 
St. John’s Minor Hockey Association 

 

Each season teams affiliated with St. John’s Minor Hockey Association (“SJMHA” or “the Association”) 

request that the Association obtain Lottery Licenses on their behalf.  These Lottery Licenses require officers of 

the Association sign the application, and assume all legal responsibilities for the execution of the lottery. 

In addition to the good reputation of the Association being placed at risk, the individual officers who sign on 

behalf of the Association assume personal risk associated with the proper adherence to the rules and regulations 

established by the Department of Government Services, as laid forth in Newfoundland And Labrador 

Regulation 1/02 (“Lottery Licensing Regulations”) under the Criminal Code (M.C. 1081-82).  

The following guidelines are meant to provide due diligence around the process of obtaining a Lottery Licence, 

and to establish control over the execution of the lottery to meet the requirements of the Lottery Licensing 

Regulations. 

 

Obtaining a Lottery License 

 Team Managers must submit a budget for the season, including details regarding any team travel.  Team 

travel expenses must comply with the guidelines established in the managers handbook. 

 Team Managers must complete a Lottery License Application form and submit it to the minor hockey 

office approximately 4 weeks before the lottery license is required.  The SJMHA logo will appear on the 

sample ticket proof submitted with the application form. 

 The application must include information on how the money raised through the lottery will be spent.  

Acceptable use for money raised through a lottery include team travel and to make a donation to a 

registered charity.  Money raised through a lottery cannot be used for: 

o Team uniforms, jackets or clothing 

o Normal operating expenses, such as extra ice time and officials 

o Team banquets or meals 

o Activities where proceeds go directly to parents or coaches 

 Once approved by the Executive, the President and Administrator will sign the lottery license 

application and forward to the Department of Government Services, Trade Practices Division. 

 The Administrator will notify the Team Manager when the Lottery License has been received. 

Managing a Ticket Lottery 

 The Team Manager will proceed and print the tickets. 

 The Team Manager will prepare a ticket ledger identifying who is assigned blocks of tickets for sale.  

Tickets not assigned will remain in the minor hockey office.  

 As blocks of tickets are sold proceeds will be returned with the ticket stubs to the minor hockey office.  

The minor hockey office will provide a receipt for all proceeds, and deposit the proceeds into the 

Association’s bank account.  Ticket stubs will be stored in the minor hockey office. 

 The Association will track receipts within its accounting system. 

 All unsold tickets will be returned to the minor hockey office. 

 On the day of the draw: 

o Final proceeds will be returned to the minor hockey office 



 

  

o All stubs and unsold tickets will be returned to the minor hockey office 

o Ticket stubs will be placed in a drum 

o The Team Manager will have a person who did not purchase a ticket available at the assigned 

time to complete the draw 

o The Association will have a Board member present to witness the draw 

o The person completing the draw, and the Board member witnessing the draw, will sign a 

confirmation of their presence. 

 Following the draw: 

o The Administrator will contact the Winners  

o Prizes will be collected by the Team Manager and brought to the minor hockey office 

o Winners will collect their prizes from the minor hockey office 

o The Administrator will collect the ticket stub from the winner 

o The Winners will sign a receipt when they collect their prize 

o The minor hockey office will retain all unsold tickets and stubs of sold tickets for a period of 1-

year from the date of the draw. 

Completing the Financial Report  

 The financial report for the lottery must be completed by the Team Manager and submitted to the minor 

hockey office 7 days following the draw date. 

 The financial report must be completed on the form provided by the Department of Government 

Services, Trade Practices Division. 

 The financial report should be accompanied by sufficient backup material to verify the information 

provided on the final report. 

Terms and Conditions 

 All rules and regulations as established by the Department of Government Services, Trade Practices 

Division must be followed. 

 The Association does not assume financial responsibility for the ticket lottery.  If there is insufficient 

revenue to provide the prizes as stated on the ticket, then the team, and by extension the player’s parents, 

will assume financial liability. 

 If the team requires a cash advance from the Association to purchase prizes it will require the approval 

of the Board. 

 

 

I have read the document and agree to abide by these guidelines. 

 

       
Managers Name 

(please print) 

 Signature  Date  Team 

 
  



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment E 
 

HockeyNL Minimum Suspension Guidelines 
(Check online for most recent revision on the HockeyNL Website) 

  



AUTOMATIC MINIMUM SUSPENSIONS 

FOR INFRACTIONS WHICH OCCUR IN MINOR & FEMALE HOCKEY 

 

Major Penalty Situations 
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Rule # Penalty  Minimum 
Suspension 

6.2 Boarding 1 Game 

6.2 Body Checking 1 Game 

6.3 Charging 1 Game 

6.4 Checking from Behind 1 Game 

6.5 Head Contact 1 Game 

6.6 Elbowing 1 Game 

6.6 Kneeing 1 Game 

8.2 Cross-Checking 1 Game 

8.4 Slashing 1 Game 

ACCUMULATION SANCTIONS  

P
la
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Any player receiving 2 majors in same season for 
any of the above infractions 

2 games 

Any player receiving 3 majors in same season for 
any of the above infractions 

4 games 

Any player receiving 4 majors in same season for 
any of the above infractions 

Indefinite Suspension  

 

Match Penalty Situations 
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Rule # Penalty Minimum Suspension 

6.1 Attempt to Injure 

 Butt-Ending 

 Grabbing Face Mask 

 Hair Pulling 

 Kicking 

 Kneeing 

 Spearing 

 Spitting 
 

3 Games 

6.1 Deliberate Injury Indefinite Suspension 

6.2 Boarding 3 Games 

6.2 Body Checking 3 Games 

6.3 Charging 3 Games 

6.4 Checking from Behind 4 Games 

6.5 Head Contact 4 Games 

7.4 Slew Footing/Tripping 3 Games 

9.6 Physical Abuse of Official Indefinite Suspension 

Accumulation Sanctions  

P
la

ye
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In addition to the minimum suspension, a player 
accumulating 2 Match penalties under 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 in 
same season for any of the above infractions 

4 Games 

In addition to the minimum suspension, a player 
accumulating 2 Match penalties under 6.4, 6.5 in same 
season for any of the above infractions 

5 Games 

Any player receiving 3 Match penalties for any of the 
above infractions 

Indefinite Suspension 



AUTOMATIC MINIMUM SUSPENSIONS 

FOR INFRACTIONS WHICH OCCUR IN MINOR & FEMALE HOCKEY 

 

 
 
Coaches Accumulation 
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 Rule #      Penalty 
ACCUMULATION SANCTIONS 

Minimum Suspension 

C
o
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h

 

Any team receiving a combination equaling 
3 major penalties in the same game from a 
major penalty, match penalty or fighting 
infraction 

1 Game 

For a 2nd violation of a team receiving a 
combination equaling 3 major penalties in 
the same game from a major penalty, 
match penalty or fighting infraction.  

3 games 

For a 3rd violation of a team receiving a 
combination equaling 3 major penalties in 
the same game from a major penalty, 
match penalty or fighting infraction 

Indefinite Suspension  

 
 
 
 
 

  Fighting Situations    
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Rule # Penalty Minimum Suspension  

6.7 Fighting   

 Fighting Major Penalty First Offence in the 
season 

1 Game  

 Fighting Major Penalty First Offence in the 
season last ten minutes 

2 Games  

  Third player in a fight 2 Games  

  Any Player receiving a Fighting Major 
penalty, which is a result of a second or 
subsequent fight during the same 
stoppage of play. 

2 Games  

 Player identified as first to leave the 
players’ bench during a fight or for the 
purpose of fighting. 

 3 Games  

 Leaving the Penalty Box as above 4 Games  

 Coach of a team whose player is penalized 
under the above two points. 

3 Games  

 Coach whose player is not identified as 
the first to leave the players’ or penalty 
bench during an on-ice altercation. 

1 Game  

 Instigator or Aggressor of a Fight 
 1st Offense 

 2nd Offense 

 3rd Offense 

Game Misconduct 
(GM) 
GM plus 2 Games 
GM plus 3 Games 

 

 Pre/Post Game Altercations 
 Any player involved where Majors and 

Game Misconducts are assessed. 

 Coach of team whose players as so 
penalized 

 Any team involved in a pre or post game 
brawl 

 
2 Games 
 
Indefinite Suspension 
 
Indefinite Suspension 

 

Accumulation Sanctions  Last 10 Mins 

P
la

ye
r 

Fighting Major Penalty Second Offence in the 
season 

2 Games 3 Games 

Fighting Major Penalty Third Offence in the 
season 

4 Games 5 Games 

  Fighting Major Penalty Fourth Offence in the 
season 

Indefinite Suspension  Indefinite 
Suspension  



AUTOMATIC MINIMUM SUSPENSIONS 

FOR INFRACTIONS WHICH OCCUR IN MINOR & FEMALE HOCKEY 

 

Gross Misconduct Penalty Situations 

 

 
Other Situations 
 

 

NOTE #1:  Applicable in League games and tournament games. 

NOTE #2:  Suspensions for all infractions will begin to be served immediately after 

the assessment of the penalty in accordance with the suspension guidelines above. 

NOTE #3:  When the suspension carries a time frame (i.e. 7 days), the player will 

serve the full 7 days.  For example, if an infraction occurs during a game on 

Saturday, the player cannot return until the following Sunday.  In no case can the 

day on which the infraction occurred be counted as a day of suspension.  

NOTE #4:  Players who are under suspension can practice only with their League 

teams. 

NOTE #5:  In all cases where the infractions result in bodily injury, the suspensions 

will be of a longer duration. 

NOTE #6:  Players receiving Gross Misconducts or Match Penalties are not eligible 

to play or practice until the suspension has been ruled on. 

NOTE #7:  Any Coach or Team Official who provides wine, beer or any other 

alcoholic beverage, or knowingly allows these beverages to be consumed by legally 

under aged members of their team, while they are responsible for these players 

shall receive a suspension of not less than two (2) years.   
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Rule # Penalty Minimum Suspension 

  
Gross Misconduct first offence player/coach 
 

 
2 Games 

 Any player/coach who receives two Gross Misconducts  
in a season 

4 Games 

 Any player/coach who receives three Gross 
Misconducts in a season 

Indefinite 
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Rule # Penalty Minimum Suspension 

9.2A Harassment of Officials/Unsportsmanlike 
Conduct/Misconduct Where a Game Misconduct 
is assessed first offence player/coach 

Game Misconduct 

9.2B Harassment of Officials/Unsportsmanlike 
Conduct/Misconduct Where a Game Misconduct 
is assessed first offence player/coach 

2 Games 

9.2A Any player/coach who receives two game 
misconducts under rule 9.2 A in a season 

1 Game 

9.2B Any player/coach who receives two game 
misconducts under rule 9.2 B in a season 

4 Games 

9.2A Any player/coach who receives three game 
misconducts under rule 9.2 A in a season 

3 Games 

9.2B Any player/coach who receives three game 
misconducts under rule 9.2 B in a season 

Indefinite Suspension 

9.2A Any player/coach who receives four game 
misconducts under rule 9.2 A in a season 

Indefinite Suspension 

   



AUTOMATIC MINIMUM SUSPENSIONS 

FOR INFRACTIONS WHICH OCCUR IN MINOR & FEMALE HOCKEY 

 

NOTE #8:  Team/League/Association Presidents have the authority to give out a 

more severe suspension.  All suspensions must be reported to the Provincial Office 

by the President. 

NOTE #9:  The above procedures would also allow for a player to first make an 

appeal to his/her League and further appeal to the HNL Appeals Committee, if 

necessary.  All appeals to the HNL Appeals Committee must be made by the player 

in writing within 14 days of the suspension and this appeal must be accompanied 

with a $200.00 appeal fee made payable to Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador. 

$100.00 will be refundable if you are successful with your appeal. 

NOTE #10:  Any member of a coaching staff not wearing a CSA certified hockey 

helmet with chin strap during on ice functions except games will receive a one (1) 

game suspension.  

NOTE #11:  Any player or team official who is assessed (any infraction above that 

is assigned a suspension) in the last ten minutes of regular time, at any time in 

overtime, or after the conclusion of the game and prior to the player or team official 

enter his dressing room, shall be suspended for another game in addition to any 

suspension listed in the automatic suspensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amended October 2019 
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HockeyNL Social Media Policy 
(Check online for most recent revision on the HockeyNL Website) 

  



 Hockey NL, P.O. Box 176, Grand Falls-Windsor, NL A2A 2J4 
www.Hockey NL.ca 709-489-5512 Fax: 709-489-2273 

 

 
HOCKEY NL: Social Media Policy 

 
Social Media is a great way to improve communication about Hockey related activities within your 
membership. However, the administrators of such sites should take the utmost security and care. 
High security features should be utilized and maintained by a board member. For instance, if you 
choose as an association to use a social media venue, the administrator should review “postings” 
before they are posted to a site such as Facebook. An elected board member should maintain all 
social media sites and not general membership. 
 
Purpose: 
There is no doubt that it is time to have guidelines in place to protect our associations and their members 
from the misuse of social media. Many associations across the province will unfortunately face the fallout of 
this rising trend. Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador has gathered a variety of resources together from 
across the country to provide support for your members and the association as a whole. It is important to 
note that every case you deal with is treated with your utmost attention. 
 
Definitions: 
For the purpose of this social media policy, social media can be considered any form of on-line activity that 
actively involves “posting” information on the Internet.  The policy will encompass public communications 
through such Internet mediums and websites as Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Foursquare 
and any other social media network that allows users to communicate online.  The policy will be applicable to 
all members of HOCKEY NL, including Directors, Teams, HOCKEY NL members and staff, on-ice and off-ice 
officials, players, players’ family members and supporters. 
 
HOCKEY NL recognizes and appreciates the value of social media and the importance of social networking 
to all of its stakeholders. We must be aware of the dangers social media and networking can present and this 
policy will address the procedures that should be explored when a violation takes place. Board members in 
consultation with HOCKEY NL directors need to address incidents when they are made aware of them. One 
rule of thumb will generally keep all of us within the mandate of this policy; if it isn’t positive, don’t post it! 
 
The purpose of this policy is two-fold: 
1.) It should be used to educate members about the proper use of social media. 
and 
2.) It should also provide guidelines to Boards when a violation occurs. 
 
Policy Guidelines  

HOCKEY NL holds all members who participate in social media and networking to the same standards as 
it does for all other forms of media including radio, television and print. 

Comments or remarks of an inappropriate nature, which are detrimental to any Team, Association or 
individual, will not be tolerated and will be subject to disciplinary action. 

It should be recognized that social media comments are on the record and instantly published and 
available to the public and media. Everyone including Association and/or Team personnel, players, corporate 
partners and the media can review social media communications. You should conduct yourself in an 
appropriate and professional manner at all times. 

Refrain from divulging confidential information of a personal or team related nature. Names of children, 
coaches or personnel should be avoided in any post whether it’s positive or negative. 

Use your best judgment at all times – pause before posting. Once your comments are posted they cannot 

http://www.hockeynl.ca/


be retracted. Ultimately, you are solely responsible for your comments and they are published for the public 
record. They can be used in court and are considered evidence. 
 
Violation Guidelines: 
The following are examples of conduct through social media and networking mediums that are considered 
violations of the HOCKEY NL Social Media Policy and may be subject to disciplinary action by the 
Association or HOCKEY NL officers. 

Any statement deemed to be publicly critical or detrimental to the welfare of any member, the Association 
or an individual. 

Negative or derogatory comments about any member of HOCKEY NL, local boards, teams, staff, 
programs, stakeholders, or players. 

Any form of bullying, harassment or threats against members, players or officials. 

Photographs, video or comments promoting negative influences or criminal behavior. 

Online activity that contradicts the current policies of the HOCKEY NL or any local Association. 

Inappropriate, derogatory, racist, or sexist comments of any kind. 

Online activity that is meant to alarm other individuals or to misrepresent fact or truth. 
 
Enforcement Guidelines: 
Because social media violations may vary in terms of their seriousness and effect, care must be taken to 
consider sanctions that are appropriate in each situation that presents itself. That is not to say that these 
types of violations are minor, but rather, some may be more serious than others. This document is 
intended to assist Minor Hockey Associations as they assess social media violations.  
Factors that can be considered when dealing with social media violations include: 

The intent of the violator 

Whether harm, physical or otherwise, resulted from the violation 

The circumstances of the violation 

The effect the violation had upon its recipient, the recipient’s family, the team, the Association, or the 
community 

Any previous social media violation history. 
 
Disciplinary Guidelines: 
Possible disciplinary measures therefore depend on a number of factors. Please consider the following 
suggested actions for various conducts: 
-Implicit or implied threats of death or serious bodily harm: indefinite suspension, referral to HOCKEY NL 
for investigation and punishment (also refer to police). 
- Encouraging someone to do themselves serious harm: indefinite suspension, referral to HOCKEY NL 
for investigation. 
- Posting of pictures/video of a threatening nature: indefinite suspension, referral to HOCKEY NL for 
investigation and punishment (also refer to police). 
- Slurs against someone’s race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation: lengthy suspension 
- Slurs against another member or their family: warning or short suspension 
- Posting comments and/or pictures of self of an implied sexual nature: lengthy suspension. Referral to 
HOCKEY NL (also refer to police). 
- Posting comments and/or pictures of someone else of an implied sexual nature: indefinite 
suspension, referral to HOCKEY NL for investigation and punishment (also may refer to police) 
- Gossip - Posting or sending cruel gossip to damage a person’s reputation and relationships with 
friends, family, and acquaintances: warning or short suspension 
- Breaking into someone’s e-mail or other online account and sending messages that will cause 
embarrassment or damage to the person’s reputation and affect his or her relationship with others: 
indefinite suspension, referral to HOCKEY NL for investigation and punishment (also refer to police) 
- Posting or sending unwanted or intimidating messages: suspension 
- Tricking someone into revealing secrets or embarrassing information, which is then shared online: 
short suspension 



-Negative or derogatory comments about members, etc.: warning and/or short suspension 
 
SUMMARY 

When using social media and networking mediums, HOCKEY NL members should assume at all 
times they are representing HOCKEY NL or its member Associations or Teams. All members of 

HOCKEY NL should remember to use the same discretion with social media and networking as 
they do with other traditional forms of media.  HOCKEY NL members agree to adhere to all 

conditions set forth with in the Social Media Policy. It is understood that violating the 
guidelines set fourth within the policy will lead to appropriate disciplinary action and/or fine 

(to a maximum of $1,000) to any individual or team. 
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Appendix 1 

Hockey Canada Concussion Card 
CONCUSSION EDUCATION AND AWARENESS PROGRAM 

 

Concussion in Sport 
All players who are suspected of having a concussion must be seen by a 
physician as soon as possible. A concussion is a brain injury. 

A concussion most often occurs without loss of consciousness. However, a 
concussion may involve loss of consciousness. 

How Concussions Happen 
Any impact to the head, face or neck or a blow to the body which causes a 
sudden jolting of the head and results in the brain moving inside the skull may 
cause a concussion. 

Common Symptoms and Signs of a Concussion 
Symptoms and signs may have a delayed onset (may be worse later that day or 
even the next morning), so players should continue to be observed even after the 
initial symptoms and signs have returned to normal. 

*A player may show any one or more of these symptoms or signs. 

Symptoms 
• Headache 

• Dizziness 

• Feeling dazed 

• Seeing stars 

• Sensitivity to light 

• Ringing in ears 

• Tiredness 

• Nausea, vomiting 

• Irritability 

• Confusion, disorientation 

Signs 
• Poor balance or coordination 

• Slow or slurred speech 

• Poor concentration 

• Delayed responses to questions 

• Vacant stare 

• Decreased playing ability 

• Unusual emotions, personality change, 
and inappropriate behaviour 

• Sleep disturbance 

For a complete list of symptoms and signs, visit www.parachutecanada.org 
 

http://www.parachutecanada.org/
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Concussion – Key Steps 
• Recognize and remove the player from the current game or practice. 

• Do not leave the player alone, monitor symptoms and signs. 

• Do not administer medication. 

• Inform the coach, parent or guardian about the injury. 

• The player should be evaluated by a medical doctor as soon as possible. 

• The player must not return to play in that game or practice, and must follow the 
6-step return to play strategy and receive medical clearance by a physician. 

RED FLAGS – If any of the following are observed or complaints reported 
following an injury, the player should be removed from play safely and 
immediately and your Emergency Action Plan initiated. Immediate assessment 
by a physician is required. 

• Neck pain or tenderness • Vomiting 

• Severe or increasing headache • Loss of consciousness 

• Deteriorating conscious state • Increasingly restless, agitated or combative 

• Double vision • Weakness or tingling/burning in arms or legs 

• Seizure or convulsion 
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6-Step Return to Play 
The return to play strategy is gradual, and begins after a doctor has given the 
player clearance to return to activity. If any symptoms/signs return during this 
process, the player must be re-evaluated by a physician. No return to play if any 
symptoms or signs persist. Remember, symptoms may return later that day or 
the next, not necessarily when exercising! 

IMPORTANT – CONSULT WITH THE TREATING PHYSICIAN ON RETURN TO 
LEARN PROTOCOLS. 

IMPORTANT – FOLLOWING A CONCUSSION AND PRIOR TO STEP 1 A BRIEF 
PERIOD OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL REST IS RECOMMENDED. 

STEP 1   Light activities of daily living which do not aggravate symptoms or 

make symptoms worse. Once tolerating step 1 without symptoms and 

signs, proceed to step 2 as directed by your physician. 

STEP 2  Light aerobic exercise, such as walking or stationary cycling. Monitor 

for symptoms and signs. No resistance training or weight lifting. 

STEP 3  Sport specific activities and training (e.g. skating). 

STEP 4  Drills without body contact. May add light resistance training and 

progress to heavier weights. 

The time needed to progress from non-contact to contact exercise will 

vary with the severity of the concussion and the player. Go to step 5 

after medical clearance (reassessment and written note). 

STEP 5  Begin drills with body contact. 

STEP 6   Game play. (The earliest a concussed athlete should return to play is 

one week.) 

Note: Players should proceed through the return to play steps only when they do 
not experience symptoms or signs and the physician has given clearance. Each 
step should be a minimum of one day (but could last longer depending on the 
player and the situation). If symptoms or signs return, the player should return to 
step 2 and be re-evaluated by a physician. 

IMPORTANT – Young players will require a more conservative treatment. Return 
to play guidelines should be guided by the treating physician. 

Prevention Tips 
Players 

• Make sure your helmet fits snugly 
and that the strap is fastened 

• Get a custom fitted mouthguard 

• Respect other players 

• No hits to the head 

• No hits from behind 

• Strong skill development 
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Coach/Trainer/Safe
ty Person/Referee 

• Eliminate all checks to the head 

• Eliminate all hits from behind 

• Recognize symptoms and signs of 
concussion 

• Inform and educate players about 
the risks of concussion 

 

  

Education Tips 

HOCKEY CANADA CONCUSSION RESOURCES 
www.hockeycanada.ca/concussion 

PARACHUTE CANADA 
www.parachutecanada.org 

Revised May 2017. Item #55711 

http://www.hockeycanada.ca/concussion
http://www.parachutecanada.org/



